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INTRODUCTION 
Recent launchings of satellites with thermal infrared imagery 
sensors, together with those planned in the near future, hold great 
promise for application of thermal emittance data as a tool for re-
source management and development. These earth resources satellites 
allow time-sequential monitoring of land-surface emittance over · large 
areas of the earth at relatively low cost allowing data to be readily 
available on a routine basis for use. ~y the resource specialist in 
making management decisions. 
The use of thermography for monit~ring soil moisture is based c .1 
the sensitivity of thermal emittance to surface temperatu~e. Any fac- · 
tor which causes a variation in surface temperature may thus be mea- · 
sured by thermography. Near-surface soil moisture is such a factor. 
Its presence causes large changes in the specific heat and thermal 
conductivity of the soil. Phase transformation of water during evapo-
ration or freezing also have large thermal effects on the energy 
budget of land surface and thus affect the land-surface temperature. 
Complications with this method arise because soil ·temperature 
and surface emittance depend on a multitude of other physical factors. 
Plant growth, aspect of slope, water table, wind velocity and other 
variables alter soil temperatures and thermal emittance. The isola-
tion of emittance variations caused by the presence of soil moisture 
is very difficult. Therefore, models describing emittance variations 
associated with various physical features must be developed to isolate 
their effects and to understand their interdependence. This may 
allow one to compensate for their effect during data analysis or to 
schedule the collection of data when their effect is small. 
Another complication arises when the thermal infrared (TIR) image 
is obtained from satellite-borne sensors. The image obtained in-
cludes components of radiation emitted and reflec·ted by the surface 
modified by both absorption and emission from the intervening atmo-
sphere. To determine exact values of surface temperature, corrections 
must be made which depend very heavily on atmospheric conditions and 
thus change with time. Corrections must also be made for surface 
emissivity and reflections which also change with surface conditions. 
Thus, considerable difficulty is involved in converting a satellite 
image into a surface temperature map. 
Temperature differences between two points on the earth may be 
much easier to obtain with reasonable accuracy from a TIR satellite 
image than exact temperatures. For example, absorption . by the atmo-
sphere will decrease the apparent temperature of two points, but the 
apparent temperature difference between the two points will remain 
very nearly constant if the absorption is the same over both points. 
Emissivity and reflectivity difference can also be minimized by 
making the comparisons between points which have the same plant 
cover, such as two wheat fields. 
In order to measure soil moistures over large areas using dif-
ferences in thermal emittance, soil moisture must be measured at 
one reference site. If a model can be used to calculate the soil 
moisture difference between this site and a second site from the 
thermal emittance data, soil moisture can be calculated for this 
2 
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second site. This procedure can be repeated for any group of sites 
and thus a soil moisture map may be constructed. The general ob-
jective of this project was to develop and test a model which could 
be used in this manner to relate thermal emittance data to soil 
moisture. 
OBJECTIVES 
-
Specific ob~ectives of this project pertaining to the develop-
ment of thermal infrared emittance (thermography) as a measurement of 
soil moisture were: 
1. To modify an existing heat flow model to accept soil 
moisture as an input for calculating soil temperature. 
2. To collect soil temperature and thermal emittance data 
to test and modify the model for accuracy of predicting 
soil moisture from thermal emittance. 
3. To apply this model to the prediction of near-surface moisture 
conditions using thermal emittance data collected both at 
the site and by satellite-mounted sensors. 
BACKGROUND LITERATURE 
Literature related to this study includes research oriented 
toward the mapping of near-surface groundwater as well as that with 
the specific goal of measurement of soil mqisture. Investigators 
have used IR images to locate springs and wells (Myers and Moore, 1972) 
by the use of predawn images. This together lvith a former study by 
Myers and Heilman (1969) showed that predawn images exhibited a 
higher surface temperature for bare soil with higher moisture content 
in the top SO ern. Myers and Moore . (l972) evaluated the use of air-
borne thermography for mapping shallow aquifers using emittance 
patterns of predawn thermography . . They obtained statistically sig-
nificant results for predicting the thickness of the saturated sands 
and gravels for an August, predawn flight over shallow aquifers in 
Eastern South Dakota. In a further study, Moore and Myers (1972) 
illustrated the thermal responses to climatic variables for diurnal 
and se~sonal thermography. Land use, soil moisture, and other 
·sources o: thermal differences were easily observed £or daytime 
thermography with their effects diminishing for predawn thermography. 
They concluded ~redawn August data were the most useful for identi-
fying shallow aquifers in South Dakota. 
Several investigators have studied the relationship between 
thermal emittance measured from aircraft altitudes and soil tempera-
tures. Schmugge (1978) and Reginato (1976) have shown agreement 
bet\<~een such TIR temperatures and those measured by thermocouple on 
the ground. A study by Tunheim (1977) also found a positive c6rrela~ 
tion between aircraft TIR imagery and soil temperature fields caused 
by near-surface water tables associated with saline seeps. Results 
of this project showed ·the need for modifying a pure conduction model 
used to include the effect of soil moisture. 
The first evaluation of satellite thermography as an indicator 
of soil moisture \<las performed by Moore, et al. (1975). Analysis of 
Skylab data in this study showed a positive correlation between soil 
4 
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moisture and thermal emittance. It was concluded that thermal data 
from satellite altitudes had good potential for use in monitoring 
soil moisture and for irrigation scheduling. 
Quantitative measurements of soil moisture using thermal emit-
tance data, however, require a model relating the effects of sub-
surface soil moisture on the surfqce temperature. No such model has 
been developed, although several similar types of models exist. A 
model proposed by Kahle, et al. (1975) relates the change in land 
surface temperature during the diurnal cycle to the thermal inertia 
of subsurface geological materials. This model, however, does not 
allow for effects of groundwater or crop cover. 
Two other models have been developed by Meyer (1972) for re-
lating surface thermal emittance to the presence of shallow aquifers. 
These models begin with the assumption that a shallow aquifer would 
0 0 cause the soil temperature at a 50-cm. depth to vary 1 C to 3 C from 
that of a non-aquifer region. The ability of this subsurface thermal 
anomaly to produce a corresponding surface thermal anomaly was then 
investigated by use of these models. The first model simulated the 
development of a surface thermal anomaly during a single night, and the 
second simulated the behavior of the thermal anomaly during several 
successive days. 
Each model considered heat transfer in two identical so i l layers 
of 50-cm. thickness. Since daily variations in the temperature are 
small at SO em. (Cartwright, 1968; Carson, 1961), the lower boundary 
temperature of each soil layer was held constant. The subsurface 
thermal anomaly was presented by letting these fixed temperatures 
d~ffer by an amount ~T. 
The first model assumed a constant heat flux due to radiation. 
Using a finite integral transform, the heat transfer problem was 
analytically solved. Results predicted that a surface temperature 
difference ranging from 20% to 40% of that assumed at a 50-cm. depth 
would develop in nine hours. The rate of development depended only 
on the thermal diffusivity. Values of diffusivity for the calcula-
tions were chosen according to Suttori {1953). A somewhat surprising 
result of this calculation was the prediction that the development of 
a surface thermal anomaly does not depend on the magnitude of the heut 
flux radiated from the surface. 
The second model assumed a surface heat flux approximated by a 
rectified sine wave and a terrestrial radiation term as suggested by 
Smith (1969). No analytic solution was possible in this sense, and 
thus a finite-difference technique was used in a numerical solution by 
computer. Calculated temperature profiles showed good qualitative 
agreement with data taken by Carson (1961). 
One significant result predicted from the model was that a max-
imum ·value for the thermal anomaly would occur at 0700 hours. This 
result has recently received support experimentally for the case of 
groundwater associated with saline seeps (Aaron, et ~., 1976) . 
The finite-difference model by Meyer is the one which was modi-
fied and applied to this research. 
6 
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THEORETICAL MODEL 
The finite difference heat flow model developed by Meyer (1972) 
uses homogeneous soil profiles, each 50 em. in thickness. The 50-cm. 
depth was chosen since daily variations in soil temperature are sr;mll 
at· this depth (Cartwright, 1968; Carson, 1961). The 50-cm. soil pro-
file is divided into 50 one-em. layers with 50 equally spaced reference 
nodes a.s shown in Figure 1. Them reference points are usually re-
ferred to as nodal points. Nodal poin~ 1 coincides with the 
upper surface of the slab at x = '0 has been denoted as q , while the 
s 
heat flux out of the lower surface at x = L is denoted as qL. 
In the model a rectified sine wave is used to approximate heat 
flux qs (Smith, 1969). Since it is difficult to measure, it is 
treated as a parameter composed of a sinusoidal solar term and a 
blackbody radiation term. 
A . 7ft R qS = Sln r- - , 
Its functional form is described as 
(1) 
where A, the amplitude of the solar term, is the maximum solar radia-
tion occurring during the day. The variable t is the time of day 
measured from sunrise and L is the number of hours of daylight. The 
second term, R, is the terrestrial radiation term as suggested by 
Smith (1969). The radiation term results in a negative surface heat 
flux during the night as has been observed experimentally (Lettau and 
Davidson, 1957). The terrestrial radiation equation used is 
(2) 
<·) ,, : 
~----A----){~ 
I · I 
I I __ ,___ __ ----
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Figure 1. Assignment of Nodal Points and Heat Flux 
Terms for the Finite Difference Model. 
k A )I 
I I 
I . I 
I .~-l,n I 
rE:---~n ---J--~i-
L---i:;- ~-~-
Figure 2. Energy Balance for Node n. 
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where R is the net outgoing radiation, o is the Stefan-Boltzmann con-
stant, T is the surface temperature in degrees Kelvin, and T' is the 
effective atmospheric temperature in degrees Kelvin (Fleagle, 1950). 
Now consider a volume of mat~rial surrounding node n (n = 2, 
3, •.. , m- 1) as sholrn in Figure 2. The volume of the material sur-
rounding node n is A/j,x, where A is a unit surface area and /1x is the 
distance between nodal points. The amount of heat transferred from 
node n-1 to node n is denoted by ·qn-l,n' and the amount of heat 
transferred from node n to node n+l is denoted by q The heat n,n+l" 
stored within the volume is given by E . sn 
For one-dimensional heat transfer, the law of conservation of 
energy applied to node n results in the equation 
q - q + E n-l,n - n,n+l sn (3) 
The rate at which heat is transferred between nodal points is written 
in finite difference form as 
T - Tn-1 = - kA ___ n~-----lix 
1n+l - Tn 
q - - kA n,n+l - Ax 
where Tn-l is the temperature of node n-1, Tn is the temperature of 
·node n, T 
1 
l.s the temperature of node n+l, and k is the thermal 
n+ 
conductivity of the material between the nodal points. · If the con-
(4) 
(5) 
ductivity of the volume element surrounding each nodal point is dif-
ferent, the conductivity between nodal points may be written as the 
average of the volumQ elements. 
10 
Thus, for equation (5) 
(6) 
Equation (4) may then be written as 
kn-1 +. k Tn- Tn-1 
-( n) A qn-l~n = 2 8x (7) 
Similarly, equation (5) becomes · 
k + k T - T 
qn,n+l = -( n 2 n+l) A n+l~x n. (8) 
The Clergy storage term expresses the rate at which the temp-
erature of the volume changes. This term may 'be \vri tten in finite 
difference form as 
T ' - T . 
E = (pc) Mx sn n 
n n 
~t 
(9) 
where p is the density, c is the heat capacity, ~t is the time incre-
ment, T is the temperature of node n at time t,- and T ' is the temp-n n 
erature of node n at time t+~t. 
Substituting equations (7), (8), and (9) into equation (3) and 
rearranging terms yields 
T ' - T n n 1 
= 
ilt 
(10) 
'·' 
Solving for the temperature at time t+~t results in the equation . 
T I = 
n 
(k 1 + k )~t n- n 
2(pc) (~x) 2 
n 
(k + k l)~t n n+ 
+ ------2- T 1 . 
2(pc) (~x) n+ 
n 
T l + [1 n-
(k 1 + 2k + k l)~t 
n- n 
2
n+ ] T 
2(pc)n(~x) n 
(11) 
Now consider the transfer of heat at the surface x = 0. Figure 3 
shows the volume element for node 1. 
k A ~ ' l . . t 
I 
) ~s I I I J, I I 
fEsl 
• --flx-
---- -~- ~-T-t * q1,2 
F·igure 3. Energy Balance for Node 1. 
The energy balance can be written as 
(12) 
The rate of heat transfer from node 1 to node 2 is 
(13) 
11 
No'v since node 1 is at the surface, the volume of material sur-
d . d 1 . ~X A roun 1ng no e 1s 2 . The energy storage term is then 
E ( ) A ~X sl = pc 1 2 
T I - T 
1 1 
L\t 
Substituting equations (12) and (13) into equation (14) and re-
arranging yields 
T ' - T 1 1 = 
b.t 
2q 
s 
A(pc)
1
b.x 
+ 
Solving for the new temperature T
1
' gives 
T ' = 1 
2q ht s 
+ [1 + 
(kl + k2) ~t 
2 (pc) 
1 
(fix) 
12 
(14) 
(15) 
T 
2 
• (16) 
Finally, consider the node at the lower boundary x = L. Figure 4 
shows the volume element for node m. 
I( 
Figure 4 
A )I 
I 
-~2n-_1~- i ~~X~= 
~L i 
Energy Balance for Node m. 
1 
The energy balance equation for node m is 
'Im-l,m = qL + E sm . 
The rate of heat transfer from node m-1 to node m is 
qm-1 rn = , 
k 1 + k 
( m- 2 m) A 
T · - T 
m rn-1 
' flx 
· 11x 
Again, since the volume element · surrounding node m is only 2 A, 
the energy storage t erm can be written· as 
T I - T 
E (pc) A /1x _m ___ m
sm = rn 2 11t 
Substituting equations (17) and (18) into equation (19) and re-
arranging results in the equation 
T 1 -T k +k 
m m rn-1 rn 
= 
~t (pc)m (6x) 2 
2 L 
q 
A(pc) /1x m 
Solving for the new temperature T 1 gives 
m 
(k 1 + k )~t 
T I = __ m_-__ --:::-m _ _ 
m (pc)m(~x)2 
2q1~t 
(pc) Ab.x m 
T m-1 (k 1 + k )/1t [1 - m- ~ ] T 
(pc) m (/1x) m 
+ 
(17) 
(18) 
(19'\ 
(20) 
(21) 
The finite difference equations have now been derived. These 
equations arc equations (11), (16), and (21) . . To solve a heat trans-
fer problem, the initial temperature of each of the m nodal points 
must be specified. Thi s is identica l to the specification of an ini-
tial condition for an ana lytjca lly solved problem. To cnlculate the 
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new temperature at time ~t, the heat flux terms qs and qL must be 
specified. Equations (16) and (21) ·can then be used to determine the 
new boundary temperatures. The new temperature of each .of the in-
terior nodal points can be determined by solving equation (11) for 
each node~ The resultant ten~eratures obtained for the m nodal 
14 
points can then be used to calculate the temperatur'e at time 2Llt. The 
iteration process is then continued to obtain the temperature at any 
desired future time. 
Choice of values for ~x and ~t depends on the thermal properties 
·of the soil considered and the thickness of the soil layer. For the 
50-cm. layer considered and the thermal properties of soil used, the 
values ~t = GO .seconds and !J.x = 1 em. l·Jere found to be sufficient. 
\ 
The model was modified during the study by considering two soil 
profiles having different soil moistures, but identical in other re-
spects. When the percent soil moisture (Sv ) and percent soil (Sv ) ' w s 
are known, the percent air (aeration porosity, Ea) can be found. 
With these values known, the heat capacity and conductivity can be 
calculated in the following manner. 
Heat capacity for a volume of soil is found by the following 
equation: 
C = 8v C + Sv C + E C , w w s s a a (22) 
where C , C and C are the heat capacities of water, soil and air, 
w s a 
respectively·. 
The values used for heat capacities are: 
3 0 
C = 1.00 cal/cm I C w 
c a 
3 0 = 0.00030 cal/cm I C 
Since C is a small part of the heat capacity, it is neglected a 
in model calculations. The model .in its original form was only ap-
plicable to a homogeneous soil layer; thus, it was modified so each 
one-em. soil layer could have a _different moisture. If the soil 
profile ' s moisture varies with depth, ·variation in heat capacity and 
thermal ~onductivities occurs. To adapt to non~homogeneous condi-
tions, the mode~ was modified to accept experimental soil moisture 
values at depths of 1, 8, 25 and 42 em. Values are then calculated 
by the model by interpolation and extrapolation over the 50-cm. pro-
file . Thermal conductivity for each soil volume is then calculated 
by the method developed by DeVries (1963). This method generates an 
apparent thermal conductivity which approximates heat transfer due 
to mass movement of water, phase change of water, convection and 
conduction. 
This equation is given by: 
. r~- x· A" A _ 1 1 1 1 
- ~i xi , 
(23) 
where A is the apparent thermal conductivity of a granular material, 
A. is t he thermal conductivity of the soil's individual components, 
1 
xi is the volume fraction occupied by each 'soil fraction, and Ki i s 
the rat i o of the average temperature gradient in the granules ac r oss 
the medium. 
15 
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The value of k can be calculated using the following equation: 
(24) 
The ga value is found using an unsaturated soil, with wate-r as a con-
tinuous medium: 
E a ga = 0.333 - y- (0.333-0.035) 
where r is the soil porosity. 
(25) 
·The conductivities of the various soil constituents, ~' are given 
these values: 
A conductivity of soil 0.00525 cal/cm sec oc s 
A conductivity of water 0.00142 cal/cm sec oc w 
A conductivity of air 0.0000615 + 0.00196 X cal/cm sec oc a w 
The finite-difference model (Figure 5) has the following inputs: 
(1) soil heat flux, (2) soil moisture profile, (3) dry soil conduc-
tivity, (4) physical properties of the soil which include (a) bulk 
density, p, (b) amount of soil by volume, (5) initial temperature pro-
file and (6) effective air temperature. 
Outputs from the model calculations are soil temperature profiles 
for the two sites and a surface temperature difference as a function 
of time. 
Soil Heat Flux l _ ... "' 
Soil t-toisture _ ... 
Profile 
, 
Dry Soil _.., , 
Condu~tivity 
Physical · 
Properties of , 
Soil 
Effective Air '\ -Temperature 
Initial Temperature L 
Profile J 
Figure 5. 
~ 
1 
Model f+- Soil Temperature r-+- Surface 
Calculations Profi1~s Temperature 
J 
Difference 
, 
, 
Schematic representation of ~he 
finite-difference model in its 
present format. 
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DATA COLLECTION 
Sites chosen for this study were located at the South Dakota 
State University Agricultural Engineering Farm, which is near 
Brookings, South Dakota. Since soils vary considerably in this 
area, soil texture by hydrometer method, bulk density and porosity 
were analyzed through a depth of 50 em. Results of the analysis are 
shown in Table 1 and Figures 6, -7 and 8. The percent of volume oc-
cupied by soil particles for a dry soil condition is shown in Fig-
ure 6. Since the percent soil particles increases with d~pth, the 
porosity decreases with depth. Figure 7 shows the variation in soil 
components with depth. The percent of silt per volume increases 
comparably. The bulk dc:1si ty increases \'lith depth as shown in 
Figure 8. · Classification of the soil according to USDA standards is 
a silt loam for the entire profile. 
TABLE 1 
Physical Properties of Soil Used 
Particle Size 
Sample Depth Sand Silt Clay Porosity (Ea) Bulk Density 
3 
(em) (%) (%) U,o) (g/cm ) 
0.0 - 7.6 27.7 61.5 10.9 .49 1.36 
15.2 - 22.9 25.0 65.5 9.5 .47 1.40 
30.5 - 38.1 18.6 74.3 7.1 .41 1.47 
45.7- 53.3 15.6 78.4 6.0 .39 1 . 61 
The data collection site was divided into two plots each approxi- . 
2 mately 10 m To prevent water movement from one plot to the other, 
a trench was excavated to a depth ·of 100 em., and a plastic vapor 
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·barrier was buried. This barrier a~lowed one plot to remain dry 
while the other was irrigated to a desired soil moisture. 
To measure soil temperatures, thermocouples were implanted in 
each plot at depths of ·l, 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100 em. Thermal emit-
tance (apparent surface temperature) was measured utilizing a Barnes 
PRT-5 mounted on an apparatus, as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, 
which scanned ea~h plot every 15 minut~s during data collection. 
Soil and air temperatures, together with relative humidity, were col-
lected every hour while solar radiation and net radiation data were 
collected every 15 minutes. 
Soil moisture data was acquired by the gravimetric method with 
collection of soil samples an hour before solar noon (Jackson et ~., 
1976) to best r epresent the average moisture content. The gravimetric 
method of soil moi sture gives a value of soil moisture by weight, ern, 
e 
m 
= 
mass water 
mass dry soil 
(26) 
In the model, soil moisture by volume is required. Thus, em i s mul-
tiplied by the soil bulk density to give the model input, or, 
e = pe . (27) 
v m 
During the study, data were collected for several diurnal cycles 
for both barley and rye crop covers, together with the bare soil con-
ditions after the canopies were removed. Figure 11 and Figure 12 
show the barley crop canopy and bare soil, respectively, for lvhich 
detailed data are shown in this report. Data for the rye crop were 
qualitatively similar and will not be shown in detail. 
Figure 9. Photograph of Barnes PRT-5 on 
scanning apparatus. 
23 
Figure 10. Photograph showing the scanning apparatus 
used to move the Barnes PRT-5 across the 
experimental plots and other experimental 
instrumentation. 
24 
Figure 11, Barley crop canopy present during 
the data collection on August s· 
and 6, 1978. · 
25 
Figure 12. Bare soil present during data collection on 
August 7, 8 and 9, 1978. 
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RESULTS 
Data were collected for bare su~face conditions for a 52-hour 
period starting at 1000 hours, August 7, 1978. Two adjacent plots 
were prepared as previously described so that one plot would have a 
somewhat higher soil moisture profi~e than the other~ Results of 
gravimetric soil moisture meas·urements for these plots are shown in 
Figures 13, 14 and 15 as a function of depth. Experimental values 
are fitted to a smooth profile curve by the use of a cubic spline, 
as described by Ki mball (1976). The decrease in soil moisture with 
increasing depth shown by these graphs is due to a decreasing holding 
capacity of the soil near the 50-cm. depth. 
Apparent surface temperatures of these plots are shown in Fig-
ures 16 and 17 for a 52-hour period. These measurements were made 
utilizing the Barnes-PRT 5 mounted on the 5capning apparatus shown 
in Figure 10. The points shown are the experimental values, while 
the continuous curve is the result of smoothing this data by use of 
a cubic sp1ine. Note the amplitude of the temperature variation 
during the diurnal cycle is less for the higher moisture plot. This 
is consistent with the results reported previously by Idso et al. --
(1975). 
The apparent surface temperature difference between the t o 
plots is shown as a function of time in · Figure 18. To obtain values 
for this plot, temperature differences were calculated by using 
values from the cubic spline curves of Figures 16 and 17. A feature 
of this plot is its close similarity in functional form to the 
27 
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Fi&ure 17. Apparent temperature for bare soil surface of the irrigated 
soil profile beginning 1000 hours, August 7, 1978 and continuing 
for 52 hours thereafter. . 
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Data is shown for a 52-hour period starting 
at 1000 hours, August 7, 1978. 
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individual apparent temperature curves from which it was derived. 
This similarity is particularly significant since the diurnal ampli-
tude of the surface temperature has previously been related to 
near-surface soil moisture (Idso, et al., 1975; Idso and Ehler, 1976; 
Schmugge ~ al., 1978). Since temperature difference shows the same 
functional form as surface temperatures, it seems very likely that 
the amplitude of the temperature difference can be related to soil 
moisture differences. Thi s type of technique for remotely measuring 
soil moistures would have the advantage of bypassing the calibration 
problems inherent in thermal emittance measurements. 
Results of theoretical model calculations for August 8, 1978 
are shown in Figure 19. Input to the calculation are the bulk den-
sities of the soil, the measured net radiation and percent soil 
moisture by volume (See Appendix A). Comparing Figure 19 with the 
experimental plot of Figure 18 shows the functional dependence of 
the theoretical curve to agree very well with the experiment, par-
ticularly during the daylight hours. The magnitude of the calculated 
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daylight temperature difference is smaller with a maximum calculated 
0 temperature difference of about 6 C , compared to a measured difference 
of about 10 c0 . A possible explanation of this difference is the 
additional cooling of the irrigated plot due to water evapor~tion 
from the surface. Increasing the amplitude for net radiation allows 
the model to simulate the daytime surface temperature differences 
accurately. However, the calculated soil profiles become much warmer 
than those measured. 
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Figure 19. Theoretical model calculation of surface 
temperature difference between the dry 
and irrigated plots for August 8, 1978. 
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August 7, 1978 at 0400 hours. Experi-
nental temperatures are represented by(~). 
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August 7, 1 9 7 8 at 0 8 00 hours. Experi-
mental tempe r a tures are represented by(*). 
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continues for 32 hours thereafter. 
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Apparent temperature measured over the barley canopy 
of the irrigated plot. Data collection begins at 
1100 hours, August 5, 1978, and continues for 32 
hours thereafter. 
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Experimental soil temperatures are compared in Figures 20-23, 
with theoretical temperature profil.es calculated by the model using 
measured inputs. The functional form of the calculated temperature 
profiles are very similar to the measured profiles. The theoretical 
values, however, tend to be warme~ during the day and cooler during 
the night. This result also · implies that evaporation from the sur-
face cannot be ignored in model calculations and must be accounted for 
with a parameter which effectively reduces the net radiation term to 
obtain the soil heat flux. 
Soil moisture profiles for barley plots used to determine the 
effects of a plant canopy are shown in Figures 24 and 25. These 
plots were prepared in the same general manner as the bare plots 
and the same type of data collected. Figures 26 and 27 show the 
apparent surface temperatures of the two plots for a 32-hour period 
beginning at 1100 hours, August 5·, 1978. Figure 28 shows the apparent 
surface temperature obtained by subtracting corresponding apparent 
temperatures from the cubic spline graphs of Figures 26 and 27. 
Comparison of Figures 26 and 27 with Figures 16 and 17 shows 
a drastic effect of the plant canopy on apparent surface temperatures. 
Both the functional dependence and the actual apparent temperature 
values are quite different for the barley canopy. However, the func-
tional dependence for the apparent temperature differences as shown 
in Figures 18 and 28 are considerably more alike in functional form 
than the apparent surface temperatures. During the daylight hours 
the barley plots exhibit approximately one-half the temperature 
difference of the bare plots, but the only difference in functional 
form is a slightly slower rate of decrease in temperature difference 
late in the afternoon. The crop canopy ess.entially eliminates · the 
observed temperature difference for the nighttime hours. These ·. re-
sults sll:ggest that apparent tempe~ature differences during the . middle 
of the day may be the most likely indicator of soil moisture dif-
ference s in the case of a plant canopy. 
A theoretical calculation of the surface temperature difference 
for the barley plots is shown in Figure 29 for August 5, 1978. Again 
the calculated temperature difference is smaller than the measured 
apparent temperature difference, but the ratio of the two is approxi-. 
rnately the same ~s for the bare soil discussed previously. Since no 
apparent temperature difference is observed for the barley canopy 
during the night, the model obviously is not valid in its present 
form for that time period. Since the surface temperature difference 
predicted by the model is due to the difference in blackbody radia-
tion, the model must be modified to emit equal blackbody radiation 
for that time period. 
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Several calculations were carried out to determine the · dependence 
of the surface temperature difference on surface soil heat flux. In 
these calculations two plots were considered with soil propert jes 
identical to the experimental plots used for this study. Soil mois-
ture by volume was assumed to be 10% in one plot and 20% in the second. 
Soil heat flux values were cho~en to spnn a range which would include 
most experimental situations for a clear day. The maximum temperature 
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Figure 31. Calculated surface temperature difference between 
two soil plots as a function of moisture difference. 
One plot is considered to have ·a fixed soil moisture 
profile of 10% by volume while the other is varied 
from that value. 
difference predicted during the day was plotted as a function of the 
maximum soil heat flux. Results shown in Figure 30 display a linear 
relationship. If further theoretical and experimentaf results show 
this linear relationship to be valid, differences in daily solar 
radiat ion which exist during the satellite overpass could be easily 
accounted for during analysis of data. 
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Preliminary calculations were also carried out to determine the 
relationship which might exist between moisture difference and maxi-
mum temperature difference observed during the day. Values for net 
radiation and physical properties of the _soil were again chosen to 
correspond to the experimental plots of this study. The reference 
plot was chosen to have a soil mcisture of 10% by volume, and the soil 
moisture of the other was varied to a maximum of 21%. Results shown 
in Figure 31 display an approximately linear relationship. If this 
also proves true in further theoretical and experimental investiga-
tions, the development of a practical technique for utilizing apparent 
surface temperature differences to measure soil moisture will be 
greatly simpli .fied. 
Data was also collected utilizing two fields about seven miles 
apart which were planted to corn. These were chosen so that the ex-
pected resolution of the HCMM satellite would be sufficient to allow 
a value of thermal emittance to be assigned to each field by irnag~ry 
from this satellite. Thermocouples were buried on each field site at 
depths of 1 ern., 5 em., 10 em., 25 ern., 50 em. and 100 em. Soil 
temperature measurements were then taken several times during the 
summer at the HCMM overpass times. Attempts to use the theoretical 
model to simulate the soil temperature in terms of soil moisture and 
percent crop cover have been quite successrui. HCMM data, however, 
were not received until after the termination of· this $tudy. 
Preliminary analysis gives s?me support to results previously 
discussed in this report. HCMM satellite data showed an apparent 
temperature difference of approximately 0 C0 at 0200 hours and a 
0.3 C0 difference at 1400 hours ~n July 13, 1978. The 0 C0 result at 
0200 hours is consistent with the observed results for the barley 
so 
·plots previously discussed since they showed no apparent temperature 
differences during the nighttime hours. Calculations previously 
carried ouL wlth the n~del predicted a telliperature difference of about 
0. 5 C0 at 1400 hours. This was before the model '"as modified to 
accept the bulk density and other soil physical properties. Thus, 
further calculations with the model in its present form must be 
carried out to test its reliability. One problem with the data ac-
quired was the small difference in soil moisture between these two 
sites at the time of overpass. Thus, only very small temperature dif-
ferences were involved, and the percent of uncertainty was large. 
CONCLUSI ONS 
1. Two bare soil plots with different so~l ;moistures · d~;f'fer · in 
surface temperature in a well defined · functional manner duri.ng 
the diurnal cycle. · This functional dependence is ~lmila.r to 
the t ime dependence of surface temperature for each plot. 
2. A thick crop canopy destroys the · apparent surface temPerature 
difference during the nighttime hour s . 
3. The functional form of the · apparent surface temperature dif-
ference with time due to a soil moisture di fference is cha.nged · 
considerably less by a thick crop canopy than individual surface 
temper atures. Thus, temperature differences may be a much ~ore 
accurate measu~emont of soil moisture than thc · vari~tion in 
-individual diurnal surface temperatures as . has been . proposed · 
previously by other investigators. 
4. The theoretical model used in this study predicts a functional 
form for the apparent surface temperature di fference very s im-
ilar to that observed for the daylight hours. The magnitudes 
of the theoretical temperature differences are smaller than the 
experimental values for both a bare soil and a crop canopy. The 
ratio of calculated temperature difference t o that measured is 
approximately the same in ~oth cases. 
5. Since t he observed nighttime surface temperature differences 
vary considerably in functional form for the bare soil situation 
and are zero during the night for the crop canopy, nighttime 
therma l emittance data does not seem promising for use in 
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measuring soil moisture. 
6. Mbdel calculations predict a linear relationship between soil 
heat flux and the surface temperature difference arising from 
soil moisture variations. 
7. Model calculations predict an approximate linear relationship 
·between surface temperature difference and soil moisture dif-
-
ference. If conclusions 6 and 7 prove true in further theoreti-
cal and experimental studies_, the development of a practical 
technique for utilizing apparent surface temperature to measure 
soil moisture will be greatly simpllfied. 
B. The overall results of this study reveal promise for the devel-
opment of a method to monitor soil moisture by satellite· in the 
following manner. Using points on the curve comparing apparent 
surface temperature differences, one could calculate soil 
moisture differences for a group .. of chosen sites ·. If soil 
moisture is then measured at one site, soil moisture may be 
calculated for the other sites. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
During the course of this project, the need for further in-
vestigation in several areas became obvious. One of these areas is 
the effect of a crop .canopy on the amount of solar radiation that 
actually reaches the soil surface. Such a study would involve col-
lection of soil temperature~ solar radiation and leaf area index 
(LAI) data for a series of crop canopies. Model calculations would 
then be carried out to find the ·surface heat flux which would best 
simulate the observed soil temperature profiles. With the aid of a 
light penetration model (Mann, et ~., 1980), a correlation between 
surface soil heat flux and solar radiation would be attempted using 
LAI as a paramet:er. 
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A better knowledge is also needed of the effect relative humidity 
(RH) has on the effective air t 'emperature used in the model. The 
effective air temperature in the model was found to have considerable 
effect on the radiative loss during the night but little effect duri~g 
the daylight hours. Therefore, a relationship of effective air tern~ 
perature and RH is desirable during nighttime hours. 
Temperature difference between an irrigated and a non-irrigated 
plot is greater under field conditions than those predicted by the 
model. One possible cause of this difference is a greater evapora-
tion cooling of the irrigated plot's surface. Thus, additional 
knowledge of the evaporative process at the soil-air interface would 
be helpful. Very well monitored soil moisture would be required, 
together with additional theoreti~al calculations, to relate the 
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additional temperature difference to soil moisture profile. 
With these two modifications to the soil model, theoretical 
calculations can be carried out for typical field and climatic con-
ditions. A multiple linear regression curve can then be obtained 
which relates soil moisture of a soil plot, solar radiation, a ref-
erence soil moisture, surface temperature difference measured remotely, 
crop canopy and soil type. Using the. linear regression curve a soil 
moisture at any location can be calculated from remotely sensed 
thermography data, soil moisture from a reference site and solar 
radiation data obtained from a weather station. 
I 
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Appendix A 
HPL PROGRAM FOR FINITE-DIFFERENCE HEAT FLOW 
SIMULATION MODEL 
The following program listing is written in a language used by 
Hewlett-Packard in the 9835A mini-computer furnished by the Water 
Resources Institute at South Dakota State University. 
Temperature of Profile A 
Temperature of Profile B 
Conductivity of Profile A 
Conductivity of Profile B 
Heat capacity of Profile A 
Heat capacity of Profile B 
Time of day (Hour) 
57 
A[*] 
B (*] 
C-[*] 
D[*] 
E[*] 
F [*] 
H[*] 
G[O] 
G[l] 
G[2] 
H[l] 
H[2] 
Term used by DeVries in calculation of conductivity 
I [0: 50] 
J[0:50] 
K{O] 
K[l] 
K[2] 
M[l] 
Mf2) 
Heat capacity of water 
Heat capacity of soil 
Initial starting hour 
Ending hour 
Thermal inertia for site A 
Thermal inertia for site B 
Conductivity of air 
Conductivity of water 
Conductivity of soil 
Initial starting minute 
Minute when calculation is to end 
0 [*] 
p [*] 
Qf*] 
R[*] 
s [*] 
T[*] 
U[O:SO] 
V[O: SO] 
W{l] 
W[2] 
W[3] 
W[4] 
W[S] 
X[l] 
y [1] 
Z[l,J ,K] 
A 
B 
c 
D,E,F,G 
1 
J 
K 
L 
M 
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Soil moisture for site A 
Soil moisture for site B 
Thermal diffusivity for site A 
Allocation to store old temperature for site A 
Allocation to. store old temperature for site B 
Thermal diffusivity for site B 
Aeration porosity for site A 
Aeration porbsity for site B 
Effective air temperature 
Amount of soil by volume at 1-cm. depth 
Amount of soil by volume at 8-cm. depth 
Amount of soil by volunte at 24-cm. depth 
Amount of soil by volume at 42-cm. depth 
Distance between nodal points 
Ending day 
Real data 
Soil heat flux for site A 
Soil heat flux for site B 
Time from sunrise to solar noon 
·Soil bulk density at 1, 8, 24 and 42 centimeters 
Counter 
Counter 
Counter 
Day Length 
Amplitude of soil heat flux for site' A 
N 
p 
Q 
R 
T 
X 
z 
Number of equally spaced nodal points 
Time between ptintouts 
Amplitude of soi l heat flux for site B 
Dummy variable 
Time intetval· between calculation in seconds 
Dummy variable 
Real data file 
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-y 
- · · 1 · .... . ' 
Operational Procedure 
Os 10G•rO:gto 119 
•10302 
PROGRAM LISTING (IIPL) 
Subroutine for Soil Heat, Flux 
11 •oncAT":~(l1/60•r21 
2: U(l)+r2l•r22 
3: r22-C•r23 
(s (W(l) +273.15)/lOO•r24 
St (~[01+273.lu)/lOO•r25 
6: (B[0)+~73.16)/1DO•r2G 
7: .000136*r24A1•r27 
8~ -(.00013~*r25·4-r27)•rll · 
9: -(.000136*r26·4-r27)•rl2 . 
10: if r23<=0:gto 15 
11: lf r23>=L;gto 15 
12: rnd 
13: M*sln(r23*w/L)+rll•rll 
1~: Q*~in(r23*~/L)+rl2•rl2 
15: rl1•A;rl2•B:ret 
. *11416 
Subroutine for Construction of Profile Plot 
16: •plots": 
17: dcg;O•R 
13: scl 0,10 , 0,7 
19: fxd 0 
20: csiz 1.25,1,1,0 
21: plt .5,6.5,l:lbl "~OIL TEMP FOR SITE A" 
22: plt 3.7,6.0,l:lbl "HOUR 
23: plt 4.7,6.3,1 
24: if H{1}<10;str(a{l])•~$;lbl •o•;colt -l,O;lbl E$,•oo•;jmp 2 
2SI cplt -l,O;str(H[l)}• ES;lhl r.$,"00" 
26: p1t 5.5,6.5,1;1bl "SOIL TEM? FOR 3ITE B" 
27: pl t 1 , 1 , 1 
201 plt 4,1,2 
29 I Y,l1 t 4 1 6 t 2 
30 I pl t 1 I 6, 2 
311 p1t 1,1,2 
321 pen 
33: csiz 1,1,1,0 
341 for I=O to -50 by -5 
3;1 if I<-9;plt .4,6+I*.l,l;lbl I;jmp 2 
361 plt .55,G+I*.l,l:!b1 I 
37t plt .95,5+I•.l,l:lbl •-·~naxt I 
38: csiz 1•25,1,1,9~ 
39: olt .2,2.G,l;lbl "DEPTH (CM)• 
40: c~iz 1,1,1,0 . 
Cla (oc I~lo LO sn b1 s 
42: olt -.05+I*.075,.75,l;lbl I 
Cl1 ~lt .2S+I*.075,l,l;lbl •t"incxt I 
44: C5iz 1.25,1,1,0 
45: plt 2,.5,l;lb1 "T~MP (C)" 
4 6: i f 0 • R; of s 5, 0 : 10 • n : CJ to 27 
471 ofs -S,O;ret 
*31254 
60 
I 
Subroutine for Plot of Theoretical .Profile A 
48: •plotA•: 
49: plt .25+A[I)*.07S,G+L(I}*.l 
50: if 1=50; ~en 
51: ret 
*213 
· subroutine for Plot of Experimental Profile A 
52: · •realfl•: 
53: colt -.33,-.25 
54: oit .25+Z[J,J[l}/2,1]*.075,6-H[J]*.l,l:lbl ...... 
5S: ret · 
*10070 
Subroutine for Plot of ThtJretical Profile B 
56: •p!otfl": 
57: Dlt 5.25~B(l]*.075,5+L[I]*.l 
58 : if I =50 : o c n 
59: rt!t · 
•16074 
Subroutine for Plot of Experimental Profile B 
60: •realg": 
61: colt -.33,-.25 
62: olt S.2S+Z[J,a(ll/2,2]*.075,6-~[Jl*.l,l;lbl ·•~ 
• 63: ret 
*10725 
61 
Subroutine for Construction of Temperature Difference.Plots 
6•: •oiff ~lot•: 
65: dcq;O•R 
66: scl 0,10,0,7 
67: csiz 1.25,1~1,270 
68~ plt 4.5,6.2,1;lbl "SURFACE TE~P~R~TURE OlFPERE~C~" 
69: Dll 9.5,6,1;lbl "5 CM TEMpERATU~E DiffERE~C£~ 
70: fxd 0 
71: p1t 1,1,1 
72: Dl t 4, 1 I 2 
73: p1t 4,6,2 
74: Plt 1,G,2 
7 5 I p1 t 1 1 1. 1 2 
76: pen 
77: csiz 1,1,1,270 
78: for 1=0 to 24 by 4 
79: if I<lO;plt .7,G.2-I*.21,1;lb1 I;jm~ 2 
80: n1t .7,6~25-l*.21,1;1b1 I 
81: ~1t .9,6-I*.21,1;lbl "l";next I 
82: csiz 1.25,1,1,270 
83: p1t .5,3.75,1;lbl NHOUR" 
8~: csiz 1,1,1,270 
· 35: for I=-5 to 10 by 2 
86: if 1<9;?lt 2.125+I*.l875,6.S,l;lbl 1,• -•;jmp 2 
87: p1t 2.125+I*.l875,6.6,l;lbl I," -• 
8S: next I 
89: csiz 1.25,1,1,0 
90: olt 2.2,6.75,1;1bl "TE~P (C)" 
9la iinc 1,2 
9"2: for 1=0 to 24:?1t 2.l25,6-I*.21;next I:pen 
93: fxd 2 
94: line 
9 5: 1 f ~: 0 : of s 5 , 0 ; 1 · ... R : 9 to 7 0 
96: ofs -5,0: ret 
*26454 
Subroutine for Plot of Surface Temperatu~e Difference 
97: •olotJ": 
98: line 
99: plt 2.125+U(IJ*.l875,6-0(I}*.21 
100: if 1=72;Den 
101: ICt 
*17461 
Subroutine for Plot of 5 em Temperature Difference 
10 2 I • p 10 t: " : 
103: line 
104: plt 7.12S+V(I)*.l37S,G-O(I)*.21 
lOS: if I•72;ncn 
106: ret 
*6896 
62 
I 
.· 
Subroutine for Conductivities in Profile A 
107: ·c~~mu·.: ~": 
103: .333-U(I ]1(1-~i[X) )* (.333-.035)+C[O] 
109: .OOOOGlS+.OOt~;•o[I1•~f01 
11 0 : C 2 I C 1 + c !\ ( :! J I r'.. I 1 1 -1 > .. :; ( o 1 ) + 1 I c 1 + n: r 2 1 1r: n l -ll * C 1- 2 "::; ( o 1 ) > l I 3 • r l 
111: (2l(l+{~tOJ/~il)-l)*G[Q})+l/{l+{K(O}IK(lJ-l)*(l-2•G(O))))I3•r2 
112: ret 
• 31843 
Subroutine for Conductivities in Profile B . 
113: ·c~nouc n": 
114: .333-V[I)I(l - \l(X1)* (.333-.035)+G(O] 
115: .000061~+.0019G*P[I)•K[O) 
116: (2l(l+(K(3}1~[l)-l)*G[O])+ll(l+(K(3)1K(l)-l)*(l-2*~(0l})}l3•r3 
117: (2l(l+{K(O)IK(l)-l)*G(0]1+ll{l+(K[O]IK(l]-1)*(1-2*G(O))))I3•r2 
118: ret 
·•13617 
Dimension Statements 
63 
119: dim A[0:50} ,a[O:SO) ,C[O:SO} ,D[O:SO),E[O:SO) ,F(O:SO) ,0{0:105), P[0:50] 
120: dim X[l} ,V[O:lOSl ,;-1[51 ,F:S(41 
1 z 1 : d 1 :n ·H o : 4 1 , ~~ p : 2 l , K r o : J 1 , c r o : 2 1 , r. r n : s o 1 , Y r o : 1 1 , R r o : 5 o 1 , s r o : s 1 1 , u c o : 1 o 5 1 
122: dir.t Z[5,12,2] ,Nf":l ,I[0:50) ,J[O:SO} ,Q{O:SO) ,T(O:SO) 
•10727 
Entering of Calculation Parameters 
12 3 s en t X [ 1} , T I tl, p ' ~ ~ ( 11 , n ( 11 I ~·1 r 2] , ~~ ( 21 , y [ 11 I w ( 11 
124: ent "real data filc",Z~ldf Z,Z(*J 
•32553 . 
· Temperature Data Storage 
125: l•U(l}:5•~(2];10•~(31:25•~(41:50~9(5) 
126: -l•L[l) 
127: for 1=2 to SO:L(I-11-l•L(l):next I 
128: O•J•M[3)•~[4}•rl0 
129: H(1}*GO+·t[l)•:·1(3J 
130: l•rll 
*27980 
Entering of Soil Temperature Profiles 
lllt ent l\(O},I\(l),A(5},A(lO),A{25},J1.(50)1U(O),!l[l),B(5),B(l0),13(2S),i)(50] 
•8924 
I 
Interpolation of Soil Temperatures 
132: for 1=·2 to 4:(f\(~l-1\[l])/4*(I-l )+l\[l)•1\(l) 
133: (0(5)-3(1])/4*(I-l)+Crll•)(l];nex t I 
134: for I=S to 9;(1\(10]-l\(S))/5*(1-5)+~ (5]•~(1} 
135: (O(l0]-U[5}}/5*(1-l)+B[5}•3[I);ncxt I 
136: for 1=11 to 24;(1\[25)-A(l0))/15*(1-l }+l\[10)•~(1) 
137: (B(25}-8[10])/15*(I-10)+3(10}•n[I};ncxt I 
138: for 1=26 to 49;(.a.[50]-A[25])/25*(I-25 )+l\[25}•l\(I) 
139: (3(5~]-B(25))/25*(I-25)+3[25]•3(I);next I 
*4089 
Surface Temperature Differen~e 
140: A[O]-B(O}•S[Sl) 
* 59S7 . 
64 
Determination of Mode for Entering Heat Capacity and Thermal Conductivity 
141: J+l•J:if J>l:gto 250 
*25970 
Entering of Soil Physical Properties 
14 2 I C 0 t 0 ( 1 ) 1 0 ( 9 1 r 0 ( 2 5 ) r 0 ( 4 2 1 1 p ( 1 J 1 p ( 3 ) 1 p ( 2 5 ) I p ( ;1 2 } 1 \'l( 2 ) 1 ~oJ{ ) ) 1 ~·1 ( 4 } 1 U ( 5 1 
143: ent K(l] ,K(2)1K[Jl , G[l),G(211D,E,F,GIMIQIC ,L 
*29564 
Calculation of Percent Moisture by Volume 
144: O[l)Au•O!ll :O[B]*E•O[S} :0[25]*F•·J(25) :0[421*~•0(421 
145: P(l)*D•P[li:P[a)*E•P(6]iP(25)*F•P(25]iP(12}*~•P(42) 
*23434 
Calculation of Percent Air 
146: l-O(l]-N(21•U(ll 
147: l-P(l]-~{2]•V(l) 
148: 1-0[8]-~[l]•U(S] 
149: l-P[8}-W(3]~V{31 
1!-J: l-0[25]-;2[4)•~![251 
·· 151: l-P[25)-~l(4)•V[251 
152: l-0[42]-W[5)•U(~2) 
153: l-P[42)-~[5J•V[42l 
•17723 
1. 
Specification of Thermal Conductivities · 
154 : l • t; 2• x: ell 'co~muc 1\' (U [I 1, a r I1 , ~·n x 1 ) 
15 s : ( 0 ( 1 l * tq 11 + r 1 * .l I 21 * K ( 2 1 + r 2 * u ( 1 1 * K [ 0 I ) I ( 0 ( 1 ) + r 1 * \V [ 2 } + [ 2 * u '(1 1 ) • c r 1 1 
156: l •I;2•X;cl1 'CO:·l8UC ll'(V(I},P[I ), ;I( ;<)} . 
15 7: ( P [ 1} * ~ [ 11 + r 3 * :l( 2 1 * K ( 3 1 + r 2 * V ( 1 1 * K ( 0 1 ) I ( P ( 1) + r J * ;l( 2) + r 2 * V [ 11 ) • D ( 1 ] 
1SS: 8•I:3•X:cll 'CIJ!WUC l\' (U(I), ·orr 1 , ::[Xl) 
151: (0(3}*K[l]+rl*W(31*K{2}+r2*UfPI*K( O]}I(0[8]+rl*W(3]+r2*U(8))•C(8} 
160: 8•I;J•X;cll ·:ormuc £3'(Vfl1,P!I) , ·>IC<J> · 
161 : ( P ( 3 p K [ 11 + r 3 .. :1 { 3 1 "'!~ [ 3 J :1- r 2 * v [ s J * K ( o 1 ) I< P l 8 1 + r 3 * \.Z ( 3 ) + r 2 • v ( B 1 ) • o (a 1 
162: 25•I:4•x:cll 'cmmuc /\'(U[I),O(I l, ~H x 1> 
16 3 : ( .') ( 2 5 ) .. :([ 1 1 ._ r 1 * ~ 1 r 4 1 * t~ [ 2 1 + r- 2 * U ( 2 5 1 * K ( 0 1 ) I ( 0 ( 2 5 1 + r 1 * H [ 4 ] + r 2 * U [ 2 5 1 ) • C ( 2 5 1 
164 : 25•1;4•X;cll 'CO!mUC n'(V[I],?(I ], :l[X l) 
165: (P(2S}*K(11~r3*~(4}*K(3)+r2*V(25]*K [O])I{P[25)+rl*W(4)+r2*V(25))•0[25l 
. 166 : 42•I;5•X:cll ·co~muc ,... (U(IJ ,O(I]~i r x t > 
167 : (0[42}*K[l}+rl*N(Sl*K[2}+r2*U{42}*~[01 )/(0[42)+rl*H[5]+r2*U[42))•C(42} 
169: 42•1;5•X;cll 'CO~JDUC ·B'(V(I),P(I],.l(X}) . 
169: ( P[42)*K[l)+r3*~(5]*K(J]+r2*V(42 ] *K[ O))I(P[42)+rl*W[5)+r2*V(42))+0[42) 
*7 919 
Specification of Heat Capacity 
170 t W(2J*C[2]+0[llt~rlJ•B[lJ 
171 : W(2)*C(2]+P(l}* .:(1l•F[1) 
172: U(3)•G{2}+0(S}*:-;(l)•E(8} 
173: W(3)*G[2l+P(al*~(l)•F!31 
174: ~(4}*~[2}tJ[~31t~[l]•Er2Sl 
175: W[4)*G(2)+P(25l*~(l]•F(251 
176 : W(S}*G{n.-:)(42}*~{11•C(42) 
177: ~(SI*C{2}+P(12)*~(ll•F[42l 
*16713 
Interpolation of Thermal Conductivi t i es and Heat _Capacity . 
17BI for 1=2 to 24;C[3]-(C[25)-C[8])117 * (3 -I)•C[I] 
179 : 0(3)-(D[2Sj-o(g))/17•(S-I}•D(I] 
180 : E ( 31- ( 8 [ 2 51-8 ({J.) ) /17 * ( S- I) • r~ (I ) 
181: F(S]-(F(25}-F[3))/17*(3-I)•F[I]:ncxt I . 
182: for I=2G to 50;C(25}+(C(42]-C(25])/17~( I -25)•C(I) 
183: 0 [ 2S)+(D[421-D[25])117*(I-25)•~{Il 
184: E ( 2S}+(E(42)-C(25})/17*(I-25)•~(1) 
185: F(2S)+{F(42)-f(25])117* (I-25)•r(I):ncxt I 
186: C(l}•C[O} :D(ll•D[O}:E(ll•~(OI~F{l) •F [ O) 
*4021 
65 
Printout of Therma"t Conductivity (cal/°C em) 
107: fmt 1,7/,"CO~OUCTIVITY 0 ;wrt 706.1 
188: fmt 1,3/,4x,3"DEPTII SITE A SITE B ";wrt 706.1 
109: in t(:l/3) +1• r 2 
190: r2*3•r3 
101: n-r3+l•r4 
192: for I=O to t2-l;I•r5•r6 
193: if r4>=1; ro+l•r5 
194: r6+r2•r7•rC3 
195: if r4>=22;r3+l•r~ 
. 196: rB+r2•r1 
197: fmt l,Sx,f3.0,3x,f7.5,2x,f7 .5,4x,f3.0,3x,f7.5,2x,f7.5,z 
193: \·trt 70o.l,rS,C(r5],D(r5J,r7,C(r7),D[r7] 
199: fmt 2,~x,f3.0,3x,f7.5,2x,f7.5 
200: wrt 706.2,r9,C(r)),D[r9]. ;ncxt I 
• 31908 
Printout of Volumetric Heat Capacity (cal/cm3 sec °C) 
2~1: fmt 1,9/,"H~AT CAPACirY";wrt 706:1 
202: fmt 1,3/,4x,3"DEPTU SITE A SITE B •,wrt 706.1 
203: int(:U3)+l•r2 
204: r2*3•r3 
205: N-r3+l•r4 
206: for 1=~ to r2-l:I•r5•rG 
'207: if r4>=1: :-5+l•r5 
208: r6+r2•r7•r8 
209: if r4>=l;r6+l•r6 
210: rB+r2•r9 
211: fmt 1,5~ 1 f3.0,4x,f6.3,3x,f6.3,4x,f3. 0,4x,f6.3,3x,f6.3,z 
212: wr·t 70G.l,r5,E(rSI,F(r5],r7,E(r7J,F[r 7) 
213a fmt 2,4x,f3.0,4x,f6.3,3x,f6.3 
214: wrt 706.2,r9,E(r9},F(r9);ncxt 1 
*16222 
. Calculation of Thermal Inertia 
215: for K=O to 50 · 
216: (C ( K 1 * E: ( Kl ) .... S•! ( ({ i 
217: (O( K)*f(~l) .... 5•J(~} 
*24481 
Calculation of Thermal Diffusivity 
218: C(K]/E(K]•Ot~l 
219: O(K)/f[K)•T(Kl 
220: nclC t i< 
*29332 
.66 
Printout of Thermal Inertia 
2 21: f m t 1 1 9 I 1 • ·r H ~ Jt · !\ L I :J !-': !'tT I A" ; w r t 7 0 6 • 1 
222: fmt 1 1 3/,4x,3"DEPTH SIT£ A SITE a •;wrt 706.1 
223: int(:U3)+l•r2 
224: r2*3•r3 
225: N-r3+l•r4 
226: for I=O to r2-l;I•rS•r6 
227: if r4>=l;r6+l•r6 
228: r6ir2•r7•r8 
229: if r4>=2;r9+l•r9 
230: r8+r2•r9 
231: frnt l,Sx,f3.0,3x,f7.5,2x,f7.5,4x,f3.013x,f7.5,2x,f7.5,z 
2 32 : w r t 7 c -3 • 1 r r 5 I I [ r 5 1 , J [ r 5 1 I r 7 ~ I r r 7 1 I J ( r 7 ) 
233: fmt 2,4x,f3.0,3~,f7.5,2x,f7.5 
234: wrt 706.2,r9,I[r9},J(r9 ');ncxt I 
•13488 
Printout of Thermal Diffusivity 
235: fmt 1,9/,·T~ER~~L DIFFUS~IVITY";wrt 706.1 
23G: fmt 1,3/,4:<,3"DEP'fii SI'l'f. A SITE ll ";wrt 706.1 
237: int(~/l)+l•r2 
233: r2*3•r3 
239: N-r3+1•!'4 
240: for I=O to r2-l;I•r5•r6 
241: if r4>=l;r6+l•rG 
242: r6+r2•r7•r8 
243: if r4>=2;rl+l•rS 
24 4: ru+r2•r9 
24S: fmt l,Sx,f3.0,3x,f7.5,2x,f7.5,4x,f3.0,3x,f7.5,2x,f7.5,z 
246: wet 70G.l,rS,J{r5),T(rS),r7,Q(r7),T(r7] 
247: frnt 2,4x,f3.0,3x,f7.5,2x,f7.5 
248: wrt 706.2,r9,J(r9),T(r3];ncxt I 
•25225 
Time Interval Between Calculations 
249: T/(2*X(l)*X[l) )•rl;g,to 264 
•lS16 
Call for Soil Heat Flux Subroutine 
2SO: . cl1 "QttEAT' 
*11251 
67 
Calculation of Nodal Tempe~atures and Lower Boundary 
251: for I=l to ~~-l:(r.(I}/rl-C(I-l)-2*C(i)-C(I+ll)*A(i}•rG 
252: ((C(I-l]+C(I))*A{l-l)+(C[I)+C(I+ll)*A(I+l)+r6)*rl/E(I)•R[I) 
253: (F(I]/rl-D(I-l)-2*D[I)-D(I+l))*B(I}•r7 
254: ((0(1-l)+D[I) }*B(I-1)+ (O[I )+D(I+l] )*B(I+l) +r7) *rl/r(I) +!j(l} :next I 
255: 4*X[l}*rll+(E[l)/rl-2*C(l}-2*C(2))*~[0)+(2*C(l}+2*C[2])*h(l)•R(O) 
256: rl/C(l}*R(O)•R(O) 
257: 4*X[l}*rl2+(F{l)/rl-2*D[l]-2*D(2))*0[0]+(2*D(l)+2*0(2))*fi(l)•S[O] 
2 59: rl /F ( 1) * S ( 0) • 5 ( 0) - . 
259: A(i·O•R( ;J} 
260: 9 (t~] •S (:~} 
•32346 
Reassi0nment of Nodal Temperatures for Succeeding Interation 
261: for I=O to ~:R(I]•A(I):S(I]•~(I]:next I 
262: A[O)-n[0)•5[51] . 
•29299 
Test for Printout Time 
263: if ~(4)<P:gto 306 
•256 
Printout of Pertinent Data· 
264: rlO+l•rlO 
:65: int( rl0/2) •rll: rll *2•rl2 
266: f~t 1,4/,"Te~PER~rUR~ PR~FILE AT •,fi2.0,fz2.0,• UOORS• 
267: wrt 706.l,J(l),X[lJ 
268: f~t 2,/,/,·S~Rr~CE Te~PER~TURE OIFFERE~Ce =• ,f6.3 
269: wrt 706.2,3(51) · 
270: fmt 4,/,"S~IL H~~r FLUX SIT~ A • •,fl2.9,• 
271: wrt 706.4,A,B 
272: ~mt 1,2/,4x,l"DEPTH TEMP A TEMP 9 
273: wrt 706.1 
274: int(~/3)+l•r2 
275: r2*3•r3 
276: !l-r3+l•r4 
277: for I=O to r2-l:I•rS•r6 
:18: if r4>=1:r~+l•r6 
279: r6+r2•r7•r!l 
230: if r4>=2:rl+l•rB 
281: r3+r2•r1 
SI1'EO • •,f12.9 
282: fmt l,Sx,f3.0,4x,fG.3,3x,fG.J,4x,f3.0,~x,fG.3,3x,f6.3,z 
283: wrt 70u.l,r5,~fr5),J[r51,r7,~[r7],3(r7) · 
284: f~t 2,4~,fl.J,4~,f6.J,lx,ffl.3 
285: wrt 706.2,r9,A(r~),!l(r9);ncxt l 
•6549 
Procedural Step (Reset) 
286: 0•"1(4] 
•3874 
68 
Call for Plot Routine 
287: if r ;21 r 10; g to l 0 G 
2as: ell Plots 
*194SS 
Plot of Theoretical and E~perimental Soil !emperaturcs 
289: for I=O to SO;cll 'olotA'(A(l},L(I));ncxt I 
290t if ~l(l}=J;24•~![1) 
291: for ,J=l to S;cll 'reall\'(Z(J,Jifl)/2,1),U(,Jl );next J 
2'2: for I=O to 50 ;ell 'nlot!l' (13(1 J ,L(I]) ;next I 
293: for J=l to S;cll 'real1' (Z(J,!Jfll/2,2! ,~Jf.J) );next J 
29(: fr.tt l,/,9x,S"DEPTIJ TF.:IP ·";wrt 706.1 
295: frnt 4,/,"SITE ~",z;wrt 70G.4 . 
296' f~t 2,3x,fJ.O,Jx,f5.2,4~,f3.0,3~,fs.2,4x,fl.0,3x,f5.2,z 
297: fmt 3,4x,f3.0,3x,f5.2,4K,f3.0,3x,f5.2 
· 298: wrt 705 
Plot of Theoretical and Experimental Soil Temperatures 
289: for 1=0 to SO;cll 'nlot~·c~(I)IL(I]);next I 
290: if lt(l}=0;/.4•11(1] 
2:-1: for J=l to S;cll 'rea1t\'(Z(J,B(l]/2,l],N(JJ);next J 
292: for 1=0 to 50;cll •olot9'(B(I],L(I]);next I 
29!: for J~l to S;cll 'realB'(Z(Jill(l]/2~21 ,N[J)~;ncxt J 
.*6936 
Printout_ of Experimental Soil Temperatures for Profile A 
294: fr.at l,/,9x,s•oF.P'1'11 · TCr.tP •;wrt 70G.1 
29~: fmt 4 1 / 1 "SITE ~",z;wrt 706.4 
296: frnt 2,3x 1 f3.0,3x,f5.2,4~,f3.0,J~,f5.2,4xlf3.0,3x,f5.2,z 
297: fwl 3 1 4x,f3.0,3A,f5.2,!,~,f3.0,3~,f5.2 
29 a: w r t 7 0 6. 2 I ~~ ( 1 ) , z [ 1 , H ( 1 1 I 2 , 1] , :l [ 2 ) , z ( 2 , a r 11 /2 , 1 J , ~: ( J 1 I z ( 3, H r 11 /2 I 1 J 
299: wrt 706.3,:-l[4}1Z(4,tl(l]/211J .~~[S}IZ(S,!l{1)/2,1) 
*2683 
Printout of Experimental Soil Temperatur.es for Profile B 
300: fmt 5,/ 1 •SITE B•,z:wrt 706.5 
301: fmt 2,3x,fl.O,Jx,f5.2,4x,f3.0,3x,f5.2,4x,f3.0,3x,f5.2 1 z 
302: f~t 3,4x,f3.0,3x,f5.2,4x,f3.0,3x,f5.2 · 
303: wrt 70:i.2 1 ~H11 ~z(l,H[l)/2,21 ,:l(21 ,Z[2,H[l]/2,2) ,!l(JJ 1 2[3,H[l)/2,2J 
304: wrt 706~3,~[4]1Z[41U(l)/2,2) .~(S)IZ(S,H[l]/2,2) 
*24421 
Test if ·calculation Has Run Desired Time 
305: if H [1] =24 :O•ft [1) 
306: if rt r 11 <~t ( 2 J q to 113 
307: if H ( 1) <H [ 21 q to 310 
308: 1 f Y ( 0 J < Y ( 11 g to J 10 
309: 9 to 324 
*lll 
69 
Test if Temperature Difference is to be Calculated 
310: rt(31+l·~t{3} 
311: if ~(l]/(rl3*20)>=l;gto 313 
312: qto 317 
313: rl3+l•rl3 · 
*30522 
Calculation of Surface and 3 em Temperature Difference 
314: A(O)-~[OJ•U[M{ll/201 
315: A(S)-i3(5)•V(:·I[3)/20} 
*30792 
Calculation of New Time 
316: M(3)/G0•0[~[3)/20) 
317: U(4)+1'•:t[4) 
~18: U(l)+'i'/60•!1[1) 
·319: if ._t(l}<GO:gto 323 
320: !i(lj-60•'1[1] 
321: 'i(l)+l•q(l):if H(1}<24:qto 323 
322 ': !I (1}-2., + ll ( 1) ; y ( 0) + 1• '{ ( 0 J 
323: gto 141 
324: sto 
*2852 6 
Plotting of Surface and S em Temperature Differences 
325: ell 'oiff olot' 
)26: for 1=1 to 72;cll 'olotS'(O{I},U[I)):next I 
327: for I=l to 72;cll 'plotC'(O{I),V[I));next I 
326: end 
*29769 
70 
Appen~ix B 
DETERMINATION OF LINEAR REGRESSION FOR NET SOLAR RADIATION · 
AS A FUNCTION OF SOLAR RADIATION 
One of the model input parameters is surfa~e soil heat flux. 
In this study net radiation was · used for this input. However, if 
this technique was to be used on a routine basis, net radiation 
would not be readily available. Solar radiation would be available 
since it is recorded on a routine basis at a number of weather sta-
tions~ Thus, if one can determine net radiation from solar radia-
tion, a m0del input would be readily available to the resource 
specialist. 
The objective of the project described here is to fit ~ linear 
regression equation of net solar radiation as a function of solar 
radiation for this location. It is therefore necessary to define 
these two quantities. Solar radiation (R ) is all the radiation . s 
from the sun that is reaching the earth at the point measured. Net 
solar radiation (R ) is the incident solar radiation less all radia-n 
tion that is reflected (short-wave albedo reflection) or re-emitted 
(long-wave blackbody re-emission) from· the earth. R will always be s 
positive or zero, being positive during the day and zero at night. 
R , however, can be positive, zero or negative. It was found that 
n 
R was negative from shortly before sunset to shortly after sunrise. 
n 
The information gained in this experiment can be used in the 
soil model program to determine Rn from Rs. Robert H. Shaw conducted 
a similar investigation in late June through November of 1954 at 
71 
Iowa State University at Ames, Io~a for both clear and cloudy days, 
and calculated regressions for both . He found that both the slope 
and intercept were lower on cloudy days than on clear days and that 
the correlation was also slightly lower on cloudy days. His method-
ology, discussed briefly below, was very s i milar ·to that employed 
in this experiment. 
Experimental Procedures 
The data for this experiment were r ecorded at the Agricultural 
Engineering Farm at South . Dakota State '~iversity. The solar radia~ 
t i on flux was recorded with an Eppley pyrhe l i ometer, and the net 
radiation flux was recorded with a Swissteco net radiometer. Both 
of these instruments were placed about 1 . 4 meters from the ground to 
minimiz~ ground effects and were each connected to potentiometers 
which registered the data. The data was t aken at least once hourly 
with special attention to the daylight hours. The pyrheliorneter and 
net radiometer were never more than two meters apart. On the first 
three days of the experiment (S-7 Augus t ), the data were taken on a 
barley cover crop (coverage height approximatel y 75 em.) and then on 
trash-free bare soil the last two days. 
This procedure was similar to that used by Shaw in 1954, but 
there were a few differences. Shaw placed his pyrheliometer on the 
roof of the Agricultural Engineering Building at Iowa State University 
and . his radiometer in a grassy field three krn . away. He also experi-
mented over a period of months on both cloudy and clear /days, and on 
72 
clipped and unclipped grass. By placing his instruments so far 
·apart, Shaw introduced a potential for er~or because cloud cover 
·would not always be the same over the roof and the field. 
Analysis Techniques 
R as a function of R · was plotted as a linear regression for 
n s 
each day tested. R and R were always plotted during the daylight n s 
· hours and appear in Figures 1 and 2. 
Linear equations for R as a function of R is desired. The 
n s 
·result s would be of the form 
R = m R + b, n s 
where m is the slope of the line and b is the R intercept in n 
cal/cm2/min. Table 1 shows the calculated results. 
73 
Shaw's results, over a period of months, has Rn = 0.87 R
5 
- 0.06 
cal/cm2/ min. with a correlation coefficient of 0.98 for clear days and 
R = 0.75 R - 0.02 cal/cm2/min. with a correlation coefficient of 
n s 
0.97 under cloudy skies. 
74 
Table 1 
Linear Equations and Correlation Coefficients 
Date Equation Correlation 
(1978) CRn = mRs + b) Coefficient 
S August Rn = 0·.823 R-s - 0.090 0.998 
6 August Rn = 0.771 Rs 0.077 0.981 
7 August Rn = 0.764 Rs 0.063 . 0.998 
8 August Rn = 0.778 Rs 0.103 .0.995 
9 August Rn = 0.716 Rs 0.063 0.998 . 
Illustrations of the functional dependence of R
5 
and Rn are shown 
in F.iJ;ures 1 and 2. The linear relationship bet\veen Rn regressed on 
R
5 
is sho\m in Figure 3. 
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Figure 1. Net Radiation vs. Time for 5 August, 1978. 
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